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Dear EA: October 8, 1975 

CBS News is engaged in a major inquiry into the assassinations of .- 

John F. Kennedy, Robert Kennedy and Martin lather King and the 

attempt on the life of Governor George Wallace. I believe you 

already know about this project as a result of a request made last 

Vonday by Leslie Midgley, the producer and Dan Rather, the principal 

correspondent, to Director Clarence Kelley of the ¥BI for permission 

Pe to interview four agents or former egents who were concerned with 

the case of Lee Harvey Oswald. 

| Mr. Kelley's office notified us this morning that the request could . 

not be granted because an on-going investigation is under way by ~~. 

your office which may involve at least sone of these agents. The . 

Snvestigation, we understand, concerns the destruction of a letter . ~“«” 

left by Oswald at the }BI office in Dallas before the assaseination. * 

That ection already has been reported in the press and confirmed by 

the FBI. 
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; We ested for interviews with Jemcs Hosty, who visited Mrs. Oswald 

. a tefore the assassination and to whom Gsweld's letter was rejortedly (a 

: In addition we asked for interviews with John Fain, who was the first 

Gu
l * 
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A ‘ eidressed, end Gordon Shanklin, who was in charge of the Dallas 

Y office of the FBI in 1963. . - 

agent to interview Oswald on his return from Russia, and Warren duBrueyS, . 

an agent we have reason to believe had contacts with Oswald in New _ 

Orleans. : é Le * Bp. 

conducted, saying the only problem was the Department of Justice inves- 

tigetion in progress. If we are going to include any of then in our 

ore proposed series they must be filmed within the next three, or four weeks. - 

If there 4s ony possibility that the investigatien wdibe concluded 

\*s Kelley indicated his om willingness to have these interviews 

ae within that time I would,greatly epyrecicte being advised of a possible 

1. 
date for filning. ST 104 RES 67 f . 
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I am sure you are avare that 4f we cannot talk to these agents we. 

have no recourse except to include in our broadcasts the stories - ie 

of people who say they had various kinds of contacts with the FBI. =" 

Then Rather wovld go on to say that we are unable to verify the ~ 

storics because the agents will not talk tous. This is not good 

for our journalistic enterprise and, I am sure you will agree, will 

not be good for the Federal Bureau of Investigation, already having - 

  
eredibility problems with the American people. 4 

If your investigation concerns only events in Dallas and thus only : 

Mr. Hosty and Mr. Shenklin, could we agree that Mr. Fain and Mr. & 

duBrucys might talk to us, since they are concerned only with events e 

oy in New Orleans, not Dallas? = 

Mr. Rather and Mr. Midgley tell me Mr. Kelley seened completely assured 

that we sre eng2ucd in a serious and responsible investigation of these 

events and that we will treat them on the air in a serious and respon- 

sible manner. Please accept my ow assurance in this regard. . 

  

  

It seems to xe that it is in our mtual Snterest--and the interest of i 

the public--that this prodlem be speedily resolved and the requested : 

{nterviess and information be made available. 

Best regards, : Ba TO, oe m 
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ie Fionorable Edvard H. Levi ee Pe pets ae is 

20 Attorney Ceneral a : : ee tr 

, Department of Justice ° - We bates cad ob tags i 

Constitution Avenue between 9th and 10th Street on an 2 

Washington, D.C, 20530 ee en ee rae : 

L. Clarcnce felley, Director __ ae e 

“Federal Bureau of Investigation : BD, ontye aes og y 
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